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Reasonable Expectations of 
Privacy and a discussion of 
privacy in the United States 
typically begins with the 

Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Consti-
tution, which provides that “[t]he right 
of the people to be secure in their per-
sons, houses, papers, and effects, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures, 
shall not be violated.” In U.S. v Katz, 
the U.S. Supreme Court found that this 
Fourth Amendment protection created 
an individual’s constitutional right to 
privacy. 

Justice Harlan’s concurrent opinion 
in Katz set forth what has come to be 
known as the “reasonable expectation 
of privacy” test to determine whether 
an individual’s privacy has been vio-
lated. The test consists of two prongs. 
First, the judicial system must deter-
mine whether an individual has exhib-
ited an expectation of privacy. This is 
the objective component of the test. The 
second component is subjective: assess-
ing whether society is prepared to recog-
nize such an expectation as “reasonable.” 

A person satisfies both prongs if he or 
she has taken steps to show an expecta-
tion of privacy, and if society recognizes 
those expectations as reasonable under 
the circumstances. 

Although the privacy protections of 
the Fourth Amendment are only appli-
cable to the federal government, the 
concept is often more broadly applied 
to include commercial settings. For 
example, the legal system has generally 
believed that individuals do not have a 
reasonable expectation of privacy when 
in public. 

This belief is based in part upon 
two 1986 U.S. Supreme Court decisions 
involving remote sensing technology. 
In Dow Chemical Co. v U.S, the court 
found that the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) did not violate 
Dow Chemical’s Fourth Amendment 
rights when it used an airplane, without 
obtaining a warrant, to collect aerial 
photographs to inspect the company’s 
premises under the Clean Air Act. 
The court found that the EPA did not 
infringe either prong of the “reasonable 
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expectation of privacy” test when it flew 
over the company’s property — even 
though the property was surrounded 
by a fence. Similarly, in California v 
Ciraolo, the Supreme Court ruled that 
the data obtained from a plane hired 
by the police to fly over a private home, 
again without a warrant, could be used 
in a trial.

The geospatial community has relied 
upon Dow Chemical and its progeny 
to support the position that the use of 
remote sensing technology to collect data 
of public spaces is generally immune 
from privacy concerns. However, several 
recent developments in the United States 
suggest that the courts, policy makers, 
regulators, and the public are beginning 
to believe that some expectation of pri-
vacy in public are reasonable.  

An example is the Supreme Court’s 
decision in U.S. v Jones. In Jones, the 
Supreme Court was asked to decide 
whether law enforcement was required 
to obtain a warrant before using a track-
ing device — in this case, a GPS receiver 
and cellular modem combination — to 
monitor an individual’s movements in 
public. The Supreme Court found that 
the act of placing a device on an automo-
bile without a warrant was a violation of 
the suspect’s Fourth Amendment rights 
under what many considered to be an 
archaic theory of trespass. 

In their concurring and dissenting 
opinions, however, a majority of the 
justices also appeared to suggest that 
long-term tracking of an individual’s 
movements in public can violate Fourth 
Amendment rights. This concept, gener-
ally referred to as the “mosaic theory,” 
suggests that continuous government 
collection of information about an indi-
vidual could infringe on that person’s 
reasonable expectation of privacy. 

As a leading source of positioning 
data, GNSS — operating alone and in 
combination with other geolocation 
technologies — will figure prominently 
in many privacy-related legal matters.

Remote Sensing Technology
Privacy concerns associated with remote 
sensing data were further highlighted in 

a May 2014 White House report, titled 
“Big Data: A Technological Perspective” 
(the “Big Data Report’). The report was 
prepared by the President’s Council of 
Advisors on Science and Technology, a 
group of leading scientists and engineers 
who make policy recommendations to 
the president on important technology 
issues. One of the topics addressed in the 
report was the privacy risk associated 
with “born analog” data – i.e., digitized 
information originally created in a non-
digital format arising “from the char-
acteristics of the physical world” that 
becomes accessible electronically when 
it “impinges upon a ‘sensor.’” 

According to the Big Data Report, 
one of the privacy concerns associ-

ated with “born-analog datasets is that 
they “likely contain more information 
than the minimum necessary for their 
immediate purpose.” (“Data minimi-
zation” — collecting the minimum 
amount of information required to per-
form the task at hand — is one of the 
tenets of privacy protection around the 
world.) While the report acknowledges 
that a number of technological and 
business reasons exists for such collec-
tion to occur, the authors suggest that 
inherent privacy risks arise with such an 
approach. For example, “[a] consequence 
is that born-analog data will often con-
tain information that was not originally 
expected. Unexpected information 
could in many cases lead to unantici-
pated beneficial products and services, 
but it could also give opportunities for 
unanticipated misuse.” 

The Big Data Report describes vari-
ous types of “personal information” cre-
ated by born-analog data. Many types 
of such data are quite familiar to the 

remote-sensing community, including 
“(i) video from . . . overhead drones; (ii) 
imaging infrared video; and (iii) syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR)”.  

The report also identifies privacy risks 
associated with LIDAR. While acknowl-
edging that the technology is important 
to governments, industry, and a broad 
range of academic disciplines, the report 
notes that“[s]cene extraction is an exam-
ple of inadvertent capture of personal 
information and can be used for data 
fusion to reveal personal information.” 

Drones
In addition to remote sensing, the Big 
Data Report cites privacy risks associat-
ed with “precise geolocation in imagery 

from satellites and drones,” also known 
as unmanned aerial systems (UAS). 
The advent of UAS or drones prompted 
changes in perception about a person’s 
reasonable expectation of privacy while 
in public. For example, several states 
have passed legislation that restricts 
the use of drones to collect information 
about an individual on private property, 
even if the same information could be 
collected by a manned aircraft. 

Many of these restrictions apply to 
the use of drones by state agencies for 
law enforcement. However, others per-
tain to private use of drones, including 
by commercial entities. At the federal 
level, the National Telecommunica-
tions and Information Administration 
(NTIA) brought together stakeholders 
from the industry, academia, and civil 
rights organizations to develop volun-
tary “best practices” for commercial use 
of drones. These best practices restrict 
the collection of high resolution images 
capable of identifying an individual 

A majority of the justices appeared to suggest that  
long-term tracking of an individual’s movements  
in public can violate Fourth Amendment rights.
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while in public without an individual’s 
permission.   

While the NTIA’s best practices are 
voluntary, and apply solely to drones, 
we might reasonably expect that privacy 
proponents soon will push the concept 
to other remote sensing platforms. For 
example, the NTIA has conducted a 
similar multi-stakeholder initiative for 
facial recognition technology. More 
recently, the American Civil Liber-
ties Union (“ACLU”) released imagery 
collected by the FBI from manned air-
craft of protestors in Baltimore in 2015. 
(The imagery had been obtained by the 
ACLU under Freedom of Information 
Act requests.) 

 We should expect privacy advocates 
to begin to argue that such imagery 
highlights the fact that manned air-
craft are capable of creating many of the 
same type of privacy risks as drones and 
should be subject to similar restrictions. 
Members of the legal community have 
also begun to discuss whether privacy 
restrictions should apply to satellites. In 
fact, the International Bar Association 
recently proposed a Convention on Geo-
information that would affect all types of 
remote sensing activities.  

Personally Identifiable Information  
& Data Fusion
Personally identifiable information (PII) 
is generally defined as information that 
can be used to identify an individual, 
either on its own or when combined 
with other information. Such PII as 
social security numbers, credit card 
information, email addresses, and health 
records have been subject to regulatory 
and legal protection in the United States 
for some time. 

Until recently, geoinformation has 
been immune from such oversight. How-
ever, this is beginning to change as the 
privacy community begins to recognize 
the power of aggregating location with 
other non-PII to identify an individual. 
The pressure to regulate geoinformation 
will grow as technology makes it simpler 
and cheaper to aggregate and visualize it 
with other types of Big Data. 

For example, one of the increased 
concerns that the Big Data Report cites 
is the increased power of data fusion in 
connection with born-analog data. Data 
fusion is the concept of aggregating a 
variety of data sets in order to develop 
correlations and to create profiles. The 

concern with data fusion is that other-
wise anonymous information can be 
used to create a profile so unique that 
it can be used to identify an individual 
with a high degree of accuracy.  To quote 
from the report:

 “Data fusion occurs when 
data from different sources 
are brought into contact 
and new facts emerge (See 
section 3.2.2). Individually, 
each data source may have a 
specific limited purpose. Their 
combination, however, may 
uncover new meanings. In 
particular, data fusion can result 
in the identification of individual 
people, the creation of profiles of 
an individual and the tracking of 
an individual’s activities. More 
broadly, data analytics discovers 
patterns and correlations in 
large corpuses of data, using 
increasingly powerful statistical 
algorithms. If those data include 
personal data, the inferences 

flowing from data analytics 
may then be mapped backed 
to inferences, both certain and 
uncertain about individuals.” 
The privacy risks associated with 

data fusion should be of particular con-
cern to the geospatial community, as 
lawmakers, policymakers and courts 
are starting to realize the power of loca-
tion. For example, a number of states 
now restrict the collection of a zip code 
at the point of sale in a credit card trans-
action because the information can be 
aggregated to identify an individual 
without his or her consent. Similarly, 
the Children’s Online Privacy Protection 
Act (COPPA) was amended in 2013 to 
require parental consent before collect-
ing “geolocation information sufficient 
to identify street name and name of a 
city or town.” 

In June 2016, the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC), settled with the 
mobile advertising network inMobi for 
collecting geolocation information on 
consumers without their consent. This 
information was obtained by geocod-
ing a consumer’s location using Wi-Fi 
hotspots that inMobi had mapped. A 
blog post on the FTC website explained 
that this allowed inMobi to “infer and 
track location without consent and 
regardless of a consumer’s location set-
ting.” 

Consequences for the  
Geospatial Community
It would be a mistake to dismiss these 
matters as isolated events. Rather, due 
to the courts’, lawmakers’, and citizens’ 
increasing concerns about privacy in a 
digital world, such legal and regulatory 
developments ref lect a larger, global 
trend that is affecting a wide range of 
technology platforms. The change is 
already affecting organizations that are 
tapping into the power of location for a 
wide range of applications. For exam-
ple, law enforcement’s use of cellphone 
tracking technology has been challenged 
in the courts on a number of occasions. 
While the government has prevailed 
in several of these cases, they have lost  
others involving the use of stingray tech-

GNSS & THE LAW

The geospatial community should prepare for 
more scrutiny in the United States about how 
geoinformation is collected and used.
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nology, which spoofs cell phone towers 
in order to track an individual’s mobile 
device

These court decisions are based upon 
very detailed analysis of particular sec-
tions of U.S. law and not fundamental 
principles of location privacy, which will 
make it harder for users of geoinforma-
tion to know which applications are per-
mitted and which are barred.

Similarly, the GNSS-aided Pokemon 
Go app has recently raised concerns 
about location privacy implications. 
Given the game’s great popularity, one 
can expect others to develop similar 
apps, with increased attention to the 
privacy implications. As a result, the 
geospatial community should prepare 
for more scrutiny in the United States 
about how geoinformation is collected 
and used. 
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